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This is book is translated from Amharic book Mastawesha which is written by Haddis
Alemayehu, who is a well known author in Ethiopia. The book is about his memories during his
lifetime.
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INCIDENCE[1]After the Italians were defeated at the Battle of Adwa[2] in 1888 E.C. it was clear
for any political observer that Italy had a strong desire to retaliate and beat Ethiopia in order to
fulfill its mission of colonizing Ethiopia. This strong aspiration was with the Fascists even before
they took power and continued with it after they assumed power. The Italians were using various
techniques of making some Ethiopians to support them thought trade, cultural and establishing
consulates in addition to formerly dispatching missionaries to various places of Ethiopia.They
were also attempting to cheat the nobility and clergy by bribing them with money and materials
and even giving the promotion to higher government offices. Despite these attempts, they could
not succeed but the fact that there were some who had mercenary tendencies who were
working for the enemy force.The fact that they had strong desire to colonize Ethiopia for so many
years was a witness even after occupying some places in north and south Ethiopia (Eritrea and
Somalia) In the north starting from Asab which was occupied by her company called “Rubatino”
and with the support of some governments like the English after occupying Massawa and as she
did in “Dogali and Sehati”[3], when not succeeding in battles by persuading and cheating was
able to gradually occupy the whole of Eritrea. In the south likewise, making an agreement with
the Sultanate of Zanzibar and the English government in the name of her company called
“Benadur” was heard to occupy part of Somalia. Then, after sending Somalia nomads to
Ogaden of Ethiopia in search of grazing land for their cattle and camels and following them from
behind and after crossing the Benadur border in the Ethiopian territory occupied the place called
“Nardun” and its surrounding. Therefore, even if Emperor Minilik had written many letters to
European governments that he believes the Ethiopian border is the sea, because Italy was
insisting was forced to make an agreement on his way home after the Battle of Adwa in 1897
and an agreement between Ethiopia and Italy was made. That border starts in the south-west
from a place called “Bardar” from Juba River and takes a staright line and sfter reaching north-
east connects with the border that separates English Somalia and Italian Somalia.“The 1897
Agreement” signed was not as elaborately written as the other agreements. One geographical
map called the “Habinikt Map” prepared by a certain German, which shows the border from
Juba River to the border of English and Italian Somalis, Emperor Minilik had drawn a straight line
in red ink, sealed it and given it to an Italian major along with a telegram that explains that the
Italian government had agreed with the border line.After 11 years, in 1908 G.C., a new border
agreement was signed between Ethiopia and Italy. According to this new agreement, in the



south-east of the 1897 agreement the Italian Somalia border “Bardar” keeps it in south and
extends to the north up to “Dollo” and then goes to the east up to Wabishebele and meets the
1897 line. This, the 1908 agreement, grants Italy with the vast land between Juba and
Wabeshebele including the fertile and large farm land called “Baydawa” to Italy Somalia. The
then Foreign Minister of Italy Signor Titoni had said in Feb.13, 1908 to parliament, “The new
agreement has given Italy a large land as wide as 50,000 kilo meter or double the size of Cecily”.
This shows that the Italians were overjoyed. They were pleased because it was one big leap
towards their main objective and not that they were able to enlarge their grip in Somalia. Their
main goal being to make Ethiopia their colony by waging war, they wanted to proceed forward
after securing what they received through agreements.In 1987 G.C. the Ethiopian government
had made an agreement with the English government like the Italian agreement on the border of
Ogaden between Ethiopia and English Somalia. According to this agreement, in November 1934
G.C. the Ethiopian and the English government assigned a commission that jointly marks the
border on the ground. The members of the commission were Dejazmach Tessema Bante, on the
Ethiopian side, and Colenel Kilufird, on the English side.The commission after putting boundary
symbols, the English Somali tribes was regularly entering Ogaden Ethiopia and grazing and
watering their cattle and where overlooking the situation they found out that Wolwol was
occupied by a force led by Lieutenant called “Roberto Chimeruta”.Near the mercenary camp at
a higher place the Italian flag was hoisted. The vanguard of the commission, the Governor of
Fitawrari[4] Shiferaw Balcha, governor of Jigjiga[5], and his deputy Girazmach Afework had
earlier moved to Wolwol along with their forces and were confronted with the Italian mercenary
forces.The then foreign Minister of Ethiopia Bilatene Geta[6] Hiruy had explained to the then
Leagues of Nations that the 1987 and 1908 Wolwol agreements were not respected and that
they have entered 60 kilo meters into Ogaden. He also noted Emperor Minilik’s note on the
border marked on Habenikt Map by red ink, sealed and attached with a telegram expressing that
the Italian government had agreed to it was completely rejected and the land extends not only to
60 kilometers but 130 kilo meters into Ogaden. To justify this, it is quite possible to look at the
“Official” Map drawn by the Italian writer on his book entitled «FERROE FUOCO In SOMALIA”.
(‘Sword and Fire’)The force led by Fitawrari Shiferaw was confronted with the Italian Mercenary
force and landed near the commission. At that time, the leader of the Mercenary force Leutnant
Chmeruta asked the governor of Somali MAURIZIORAVA to send him fighter planes and the
planes were hovering around the area where the members of the Commission were settled to
frighten.For the leaders of the Commission Dejazmach Tessema and Colonel Keliford, what they
saw after reaching Wolwol was more than surprising that the Italian government had entered into
the Ethiopian territory and wrote a letter to Lieutenant Chimeruta that they were frightening the
Ethiopian and English commission members and were committing an illegal and arrogant action.
Despite that, the Lieutenant responded by sending not only planes but also additional forces
including tanks and arsenals. Then, because they were convinced by what they saw that the
actions being taken by the Italian mercenary leader and the governor was to strike conflict and



that the inevitable is going to happen decided that discussion should be made at government
level and decided to move to the place called “Ado”When Lieutenant Chimeruta learnt that the
joint commission of Ethiopia and England had moved to the place followed by few forces and
keeping the rest there moved to a place called Ado, he waged a war on the remaining forces
using airplane, tanks, arsenals and other armaments on 5 December 1934 at 3:30. The
Ethiopian joint commission was not ready for this kind of fierce fighting; despite their
commitment, they sacrificed their lives there.Soon as the Wolwol Incidence was heard in Addis
Ababa, the former Foreign Minister of Ethiopia Bilaten Geta Hiruy Wolde Selassie invited the the
Italians Solicitor(charge d’affairs) Signor Mombeln and gave him the letter written to the Italian
government which explains that the Italian army has entered the Ethiopian territory and had
killed the members of the commission including many people and that the issue must be treated
on Arbitration according to the1920 G.C. Friendship and Arbitration Agreement. The same
request was made to the Italian government by the Ethiopian government representative
residing in Italy. Despite this, as has been responded by Signor Mombelun, it was clear that the
incidence of Wolwol is one step forward to fight and colonize Ethiopia.The response was briefly
like this:1. The governor of Harar Dejazmach Gebre Mariam should move to Wolwol Fort and
the Ethiopian Government must ask the Italian Military leader for apology.2. The Ethiopian
government must pay a ransom of 200.000 Maria Thereza to the Italian Legacy in Addis Ababa
for those who died and wounded at the Wolwol Incidence.3. Those leaders of the Ethiopian
forces should make a parade in front of the Italian flag and after making gun salute, their ranks
should be removed immediately and taken prisoners according to the legal system of the
country’What was happening was full of arrogance and scornful act that it was such a bitter act
that cannot be swallowed is like seeking compensation after winning. Knowing that the Italian
government is knew that the Italian government was an intriguer, wrote a letter to the secretary
of the League of Nations on 14 Dec. 1934 that an agreement should be signed with the Italian
government. Then, in the same month of 1934, wrote another letter to the secretary of League of
Nations that the Italian government has occupied such places as “Afdeb”, “Ado”, and ‘Gerlogobi”
in addition to Wolwol. The Italian government responded that they have occupied neither
Wolwolo nor any other place and that they have not entered Ethiopia.The League of Nations was
asked to investigate the case created between Ethiopia and Italy and give decision according to
the covenant was established the Ethiopian government on 3 January 1935 G.C. On the 17 of
that month 1935, the League decided to discuss the matter and set the agenda. Because the
Italian government had the desire to get ample time to prepare for the general war against
Ethiopia, they were saying at one time that it is not the time to start the arbitration and at another
time they were saying that the two countries can present the issue to the arbitration court as
agreed on 1928 and come to an agreement by themselves and it was not necessary to present it
to the League of Nations. Because the Italian government was giving this and that pretexts, the
League of Council did not discuss the issue presented by the Ethiopian government. The reason
might be that the Italian government was making such intrigues; there was also the preparation



of Hitler making preparation to wage war in Europe which really might divert the attention of the
League of Nations. After a lot of hesitation, the League of Nations Council discussed on the
issue and passed a resolution that : 1) the Ethiopian and the Italian governments can settle their
differences through a jointly established Arbitration Tribunal; 2) that the Italian government
cannot make preparation for war while they are at arbitration.According to the resolution, the
Ethiopian and the Italian governments assigned their Arbitration Tribunal. The Italian government
assigned two Italian judges called Luigi Aldrovandi and Raffoele Montagna.The Ethiopian
government assigned the Frenchman called Professor Geouffre de la Pradelle and the American
Professor Pittman Potter. In the Arbitration Tribunal, the Italian government assigned its an
advocate called Professor Lesona and the Ethiopian advocate and representative called Gaston
Jaz and the Ethiopian Minister of Finance called Tekle Hawaryat. In order to run the office work
of the tribunal, three Italians and on the Ethiopian side the Frenchman called Remo De la
Pradelle and the son of the judge called De la Pradelle were assigned.After the tribunal was
established and organized like this, the Ethiopian advocate asked to present a justification that
Wolwol is in Ethiopia which is the cause for the disagreement. But the Italian government
advocate opposed that no mention should be made about where Wolwol is located. The judges
from the Italian government supported the stand of the Italian government advocate and by the
same token the judges of Ethiopian government supported the stand of the advocate of the
Ethiopian government. So, the issue was at deadlock and they sent it to the League of Nations
for decision. The League, after discussing the issue on July 31 1935, ordered the nomination of
a fifth person to caste vote and a former Greek Minister called “Mistre Poltis” from Paris was
assigned. Then, the five Arbitration tribunals were making meetings and were trying to reconcile
the antagonistic stands, that is compromising between law and insurgency and took longer time
to come to a decision and on Sep 3,1935 made a decision that was quite surprising. The
resolution in short is given below:1. “Because both the Ethiopian and the Italian government’s
claim that Wolwol is in each of their territories, they cannot be taken as offenders.2. “The
destruction created at the Battle of Wolwol by bombs and other armaments is something that
could happen everywhere and any time and cannot be taken as the thread to world peace.”The
Arbitration Tribunal, when they could have cleaned them of the Italian government’s deceitful
acts, they rather gave them ample time to transport and accumulate their army, modern
armaments from their count ry and settle them in Somalia and Eritrea. This has given the Italian
government longer time to build roads so that they could transport their forces and armaments
amassed in Eritrea and Somalia to Ethiopia.The Italian government after taking longer time to
make preparations and when they started to invade Ethiopia through the north and the south,
the League of Nations passed a resolution that restricts the sale of armaments to both Ethiopia
and Italy. The restriction was mainly on already manufactured armaments and others raw
material that could be for armaments were not restricted and we can say this restriction was
made only on Ethiopia. As long as Italy is not restricted on raw materials, Italy can produce her
armaments because she has the factories.The Ethiopian government was new to modern and



complicated world politics and because she was a member of the League of Nations, she had
confidence that her border and freedom is respected as it is seen from what government officials
say and read on newspapers. It was clear why the Ethiopian government became a member of
the League of Nations was as the leagues’ Covenant was to defend the security and territorial
integrity of its members and that the league will defend the country at a time when some big
European governments want to share and colonize Africa.The Ethiopian government never
knew that the League of Nations was an instrument of powerful countries by considering
international laws as national laws. Therefore, during this long time the Italian government was
transporting military and armament logistics and depositing them in the borders of Eritrea and
Somalia. Then, they were constructing roads and bridges around fronts they want to start war
and the Ethiopian government making its confidence on the League of Nations was not doing
anything and had no time to move even transport the minimum armaments and it is possible to
say Ethiopia was waiting to be invaded.The Italian government was already occupied large
areas of land in Ogaden, and the north front after crossing Mereb River occupied many places in
Tigrai, the Ethiopian government called mobilization movement to the War Front in the month of
October 1928. According to the Covenant, the League of Nations was not volunteer to make the
Italian government not to invade Ethiopia and even after the war has already started to make
them not to be seen as offenders in front of the League the invading force was only defending
the attack and there was rumors circulating that this warning was given to Ethiopian army
leaders. It was surprising to give such an order and to show that this was a real order one army
officer who was one of the leaders who received the order was telling it to his followers. How is it
possible that an army force confronted in a battle field cannot attack unless attacked? This is an
order of the innocence and Ethiopia without getting any kind of support from the League,
sacrificed its invaluable freedom.CHAPTER TWOTHE EARLIER PREPARATIONDuring the
battle of Wolwol, I was living in Gojjam in Agew Midir[7] in a small town called Dangila. Those of
us living in Dangila cannot have any news; leave alone about Wolwol and also about Addis
Ababa. Very few people like merchants walking on foot or a walking postman going to Addis and
coming back to Dangila the fastest after one month. The news we get was either distorted with
some addition or deletion. We were not getting hard fact. Even then, the people living in my area
and around there were not concerned about the Wolwol Incidence or any kind of relation
Ethiopia had with other foreign countries and political affairs were not their concern; and the
Wolwol Incidence was not a big issue for me at that time. Of course, I had contact with the post
man, Ato Yitbarek Tegegne, and he used to get newspaper once a month and he was also telling
some news that he gets from letters and I had better access to news though it was stale as
compared to others. The news I was getting from Ato Yitabarek was not about the the
incidence.A month after the Battle of Wolwol took place at the end of November 1927; I was
transferred to Debre Markos School. These school official and teachers of the education office
had the tradition of discussing political affairs better than those in Dangila. Because there wasn’t
land transportation between Addis Ababa and Debre Makos, people were not getting daily or



every other day news. Because there wasn’t any other media, the news people were getting was
from people working in telephone and post offices and the message was made through higher
officials. These officials had no way of distinguishing the information they were getting as
confidential or simple news, they were taking any news received from higher officials as
confidential. Ordinary people can only get fragment information and adding or deleting some of
it, they circulate it. In general, nobody could imagine that there would be a war between Ethiopia
and Italy.Later, Italy had crossed the Ethiopian border and fought and as the result many people
were killed and that Ethiopia had reported to the League of Nations and it was heard that the
league was discussing about it. Even this was discussed and heard from rarely available
newspapers and form people who claim that they make regular followup of world politics.
Although the imagination of these people that they either got it from newspapers or heard it from
people who make follow-up of current affairs, they add their imaginations and even go to the
extent of saying that the Italian government will be penalized by the league and the debate was
on the type and size of the penalty.How the League of Nations manages its responsibility was
not known not only by government officials living in Debre Markos but also by high officials in
Addis Ababa. Bigger and stronger members of the League of Nations were trying to cheat the
weaker governments in the name of aid, soliciting and frightening were accomplishing their good
or bad objectives and that the league was their platform was not understood by many
Ethiopians. It was feared that “the resolutions of the Leagues of Nations would be out of legal
law, low decision of conscience or that no Ethiopian was suspecting that one member
government can violate the will of others governments and may have the power and courage to
commit its conspiracy. After the decision of the League of Nations on issues on Ethiopia and
Italy that the league wanted the issue to be discussed by the Arbitration Tribunal and the
decision be brought to the League of Nations. After this was heard, the Ethiopian government
officials and other professionals were eagerly waiting for the resolution of the League. This was
very far distant for older officials and the general public and not much was heard being
discussed by these ordinary citizens.Assuming that the resolution passed by the League of
Nations was a genuine one, the Ethiopian government and anybody following the political issue
of Ethiopia were eagerly waiting to hear the resolution and at this time schools were closed
down. Therefore, we teachers were making preparations to give examinations and correct
exams and also preparing for school closure ceremony and because we were engaged in this
exam and school closure issue, we had almost forgotten the consequences of Wolwol Incidence
and other issues. The result of the exam in all schools was very good which shows the hard work
and commitment and that it was the blessing for the hard work and dedication for many teachers
except few teachers and their families.After celebrating our school closure day, I told to my boss
who is the head of Gojjam Education Office to Ato (later Fitawrari) Wolde Georgis that I had a
mission to accomplish at the long vocation and asked him to give me permission. What I told him
was that I wanted to go to my Birth place called Endodam which was very near to Debre Markos
to buy some oxen and give it to a farmer so that I could get all grain and cereals which could



solve some of my problems and thereby support my poor relatives.Ato Wolde Georgis after
supporting and encouraging my idea told me to stay for some time as there are some schools to
be opened next year in some districts and we have to make preparations and told me I have to
wait up to mid Nehasie (August) and stay until school opens and accomplish what I planned. He
also told me that I can take loan to be repaid every month from my salary before I asked him.
Therefore, I stayed for some days making preparation for my trip to prepare what things are
necessary when I go to Endodam when I was not in a meeting.One day, before a meeting I was
sitting outside my home, something that surprised me and that “it may also surprise my readers”
happened to me.On July 28, 1927 a close friend of mine called Tenaw Mengesha came to my
home from Agew Miden in search of me. When we were acquainted in Dangila, I knew Tenaw as
an outlaw. All people who knew his bravery were admiring him. Even if we are deviating from our
main point, I felt that our readers ought to know about it and here it is in brief.When it was known
that the last conciliate of the English who was called Major Chisman was to be removed and
when it was heard that he will not be replaced by another conciliate, I was transferred to this
office to work on customs as supervisory. As a supervisor, I had not much responsibility except
settling down monthly accounts. My boss, Bilata[8] Hiletework Eshetie, who was the head of
customs of Dangila and Achefer had asked me to contribute some task to his supplementary
task of ‘Free Trade”. I decided to work with other friends and his soldiers started the work. Even if
a decree was announced that a slave trader would be killed if he is found committing the crime,
there was some hidden slave trade and our major task as to arrest the slave traders and set free
the slaves and many slaves were made free. It was at this time that Tenaw Mengesha and I were
introduced to each other. Because many people know his bravery and having the confidence he
would help “if he is working with us, we will be strong in our fight against slave traders”.
Therefore, it was me who looked for him and be acquainted with him. It was at the time we were
discussing about the task that I got transferred to work in schools and our discussion was not
implemented. Our friendship, however, continued to the day. He used to come regularly and visit
me when I was in Dangila School.“Tenaw, why did you come today? “ I asked him as I was titting
down as he was coming before we hug and kiss each other.“Did you come to ask me from
Dangila?”“Does i t mean that our friendship cannot make me comefrom Agew Midir?”“I don’t
mean like that; I wanted to know if you had any problem.”“I had no problem as such; I came to
ask you and thereby start the Fast of Fisleta[9] here,”After I took him inside my house and invited
him to have breakfast, he refused and after drinking a glass of ‘tej’[10], I told him that I had a
meeting and told him to come for lunch and he also left to where he wants to go. After my return
from the meeting, I found him sitting outside the house.“Why didn’t you enter and sit inside? I
asked him. “The children had already asked me to be in. I didn’t want to be alone in your house. I
wanted to sit here and observe the surrounding and I told them I won’t enter”Then we entered
home and were discussing about Agew Midir and about Debre Markos while we were eating our
lunch. Because I had no meeting in the afternoon, I asked him to stay and spend the night
chatting in my house. “No, I’ve something urgent and I’ve to go,” he told me.“What?”“In the



evening, I’ve an appointment with other people and have dinner with them; I’ll spend the night
there. Now, I will go and buy jars for boiling chick peas and other goods I need. And tomorrow I’ll
look for burial house and I have no time, he said giggling his teeth as though he was teasing at
me.“I think you are teasing at me!” Said I, not knowing what he said was a joke or a serious
matter.“I’m not joking, it is serious. One of the main reasons why I came here is to fast the Fisleta
fast and repent.“Don’t you know how many people I killed and made much robbery? Fifteen
days of repentance by eating only chick peas is not enough for such a sinner. Do you think I will
get salvation for only fifteen days fast?”“I knew I was a sinner and I wanted to repent to God to
give me salvation and I was sure He would forgive me for all the sins I had committed Didn’t
Jesus say ‘I came here to find sinners and not pious, the righteous’?” Said this and stood up.
Tenaw was well versed in Zema[11] and Qinie[12]: As we both were outside to see him off:“Can
you give your book on the Psalms of David[13]?” he asked me.“Which one do you mean?”“The
one which says ‘Printed in Berhanena Selam Printers PLC’, your pocket size book; did you give it
to someone?”“No, I didn’t give it to anyone, but I don’t remember where I put it.” After telling him
this, I entered home and looked for it in an open box where I keep books and easily found it and
gave it to him. We made an appointment to have lunch together here in my home after fifteen
day when we break the fast.On Nehasie sixteen, the end of Fisleta, he came to my home a little
earlier before lunch time. He was a little thinner; his face showed not much difference; he doesn’t
look someone who has been fasting for fifteen days by eating only chickpeas, even only once a
day.“You look thinner than before but you are not hurt facially. You face, especially, was clearer
and even your blood looks brighter than the face you had fifteen days ago when you came to
me,” said I while we were dining together.“There isn’t going up and down. All I was doing was
eating germinated and boiled chick peas and drinking water at 3 pm in the afternoon and then I
was sleeping. How can I look physically hurt? It was really comfortable,” he said to me. Thinking
that he would think I was teasing at him, I stopped talking about the salvation; he also didn’t
mention anything about it. We were eating lunch discussing other issues and when we finished, I
asked him to sleep if he was tired.“I’m not tired; let’s walk down to Woutrin River,” he said and
stood up after washing his hand. Woutrin River is down behind our school. Towards the riht and
left there is wide meadow and I enjoy it. We went there and sat down on a higher place which
shows all the surrounding. While we were chatting, he took out the book of the Psalms of David
from his pocket and took out a piece of paper and started to read what he had scribbled down
on it. Then, he folded the book, put it in front of him and with his grim face was looking at the
mountain called ‘Aredezen’ and kept quiet.“What is it?” I said after he read what was written on
the paper seeing that he was dissatisfied thinking that he was reading a letter that announces
the death of a relative..“The white are going to wage war against us. And I don’t think we are
going to succeed; I think they are going to conquer and occupy our country. But they won’t stay
long; they’ll leave soon. I think you’ll also march,” said he after turning his frowning face away
from Aredezen Mountain towards me.My fear that he was going to announce the death of one of
my relatives cleared from my heart when I heard he was reading the dream he had seen when



he was under repentance. I was pleased and I was going to laugh. Then, to hide my happiness, I
bowed my neck and after a while, “Let all things happen as the may happen. What does my
marching mean? I’m not a soldier after all!” “I don’t know why you are supposed to march.”Since
I had stopped believing in dreams after I joined Teferi Makonnene School, I did not believe in the
dream Tenaw told me that day. But it was because a top confidential issue that he wanted to tell
me outside the house in this open air did not even believe the house. Needless to say, not to
offend him that I didn’t believe in what he told me, I didn’t want to comment on it. He had,
however, understood from my facial expression and the general situation.We went back home
and both of us were discussing other issues not to raise the dream, and after a while,“Today, we
will spend the evening chatting, dinning together and you will spend the night here,” I said to
him.“No, I won’t spend the night here . I am going to spend the night with people who are going
to Agew Midir and had made an arrangement to start going tomorrow early morning. I have also
a serious issue to accomplish this evening and I have to go, I’m a bit late,” he said and stood up.
Even though I asked him to stay with me, may be he was thinking I was not happy with what he
told me as confidential, or to start the journey early the next day, or he may have a serious issue
to accomplish that evening, he rejected my requet and finally I went out to say him goodbye. “If
you are going tomorrow morning, when are we going to meet? Does it mean we are not going to
meet again?” I asked him.“We’ll meet in the near future; I’ll come and visit you before you march
to the battle field,” he said, sarcastically laughing. “If you don’t believe in all what I told you, you’ll
see it when it happens in the near future,” he meant it. Understanding the meaning of his
sarcasm, I laughed.“After departing and as I was standing outside, I was looking at him until he
vanishes out of my sight. Recalling the dream he told me, I entered home and recalling the
intrigue the Italians ‘are going to do’ which I heard when I was in Dangila.The Italians were
assigning such people who dress like hermits and fairy tellers and growing up their hairs were
moving from house to house, especially to the lords’ and influential people’s houses and were
telling “God has ordered that there will be war between Ethiopia and Italy and that Italy will
defeat and leave after some time. Such news was spreading in the country. The people who
were informed were confirming that they were told by such preachers. Therefore, what Tenaw
told me that he saw it in a dream was similar to the rumors these preachers were spreading and
I was shocked for the time being. Nevertheless, when I reconsider the issue, I convinced myself
that Tenaw wouldn’t do such a thing and left the idea of believing like that. That rumor had only
shocked me for sometime but later on, I forgot what Tenaw had told me and I was making
preparations for the battle. I had forgotten the dream and Tenaw for a short period of time. When
I saw what Tenaw told me in his dream happen in reality, Tenaw and the dream will remain in my
memory?According to what I saw during the war, I have forgotten what I saw and did. What we
discussed with Tenaw on July 28 18927 was similar to any prophecy. Leave alone what we
discussed but his body movements of his hands, eyes, lips and other minor movents were not to
be forgotten up to today.The next or the the day after Tenaw left, before school opened, I went to
Endodam Kidanmihret[14] to buy the oxen after saying goodbye to my boss.They were also



attempting to cheat the nobility and clergy by bribing them with money and materials and even
giving the promotion to higher government offices. Despite these attempts, they could not
succeed but the fact that there were some who had mercenary tendencies who were working for
the enemy force.The fact that they had strong desire to colonize Ethiopia for so many years was
a witness even after occupying some places in north and south Ethiopia (Eritrea and Somalia)
In the north starting from Asab which was occupied by her company called “Rubatino” and with
the support of some governments like the English after occupying Massawa and as she did in
“Dogali and Sehati” [15], when not succeeding in battles by persuading and cheating was able to
gradually occupy the whole of Eritrea. In the south likewise, making an agreement with the
Sultanate of Zanzibar and the English government in the name of her company called “Benadur”
was heard to occupy part of Somalia. Then, after sending Somalia nomads to Ogaden of
Ethiopia in search of grazing land for their cattle and camels and following them from behind and
after crossing the Benadur border in the Ethiopian territory occupied the place called “Nardun”
and its surrounding. Therefore, even if Emperor Minilik had written many letters to European
governments that he believes the Ethiopian border is the sea, because Italy was insisting was
forced to make an agreement on his way home after the Battle of Adwa in 1897 and an
agreement between Ethiopia and Italy was made. That border starts in the south-west from a
place called “Bardar” from Juba River and takes a staright line and sfter reaching north-east
connects with the border that separates English Somalia and Italian Somalia.“The 1897
Agreement” signed was not as elaborately written as the other agreements. One geographical
map called the “Habinikt Map” prepared by a certain German, which shows the border from
Juba River to the border of English and Italian Somalis, Emperor Minilik had drawn a straight line
in red ink, sealed it and given it to an Italian major along with a telegram that explains that the
Italian government had agreed with the border line.After 11 years, in 1908 G.C., a new border
agreement was signed between Ethiopia and Italy. According to this new agreement, in the
south-east of the 1897 agreement the Italian Somalia border “Bardar” keeps it in south and
extends to the north up to “Dollo” and then goes to the east up to Wabishebele and meets the
1897 line. This, the 1908 agreement, grants Italy with the vast land between Juba and
Wabeshebele including the fertile and large farm land called “Baydawa” to Italy Somalia. The
then Foreign Minister of Italy Signor Titoni had said in Feb.13, 1908 to parliament, “The new
agreement has given Italy a large land as wide as 50,000 kilo meter or double the size of Cecily”.
This shows that the Italians were overjoyed. They were pleased because it was one big leap
towards their main objective and not that they were able to enlarge their grip in Somalia. Their
main goal being to make Ethiopia their colony by waging war, they wanted to proceed forward
after securing what they received through agreements.In 1987 G.C. the Ethiopian government
had made an agreement with the English government like the Italian agreement on the border of
Ogaden between Ethiopia and English Somalia. According to this agreement, in November 1934
G.C. the Ethiopian and the English government assigned a commission that jointly marks the
border on the ground. The members of the commission were Dejazmach Tessema Bante, on the



Ethiopian side, and Colenel Kilufird, on the English side.The commission after putting boundary
symbols, the English Somali tribes was regularly entering Ogaden Ethiopia and grazing and
watering their cattle and where overlooking the situation they found out that Wolwol was
occupied by a force led by Lieutenant called “Roberto Chimeruta”. Near the mercenary camp at
a higher place the Italian flag was hoisted. The vanguard of the commission, the Governor of
Fitawrari[16] Shiferaw Balcha, governor of Jigjiga[17], and his deputy Girazmach Afework had
earlier moved to Wolwol along with their forces and were confronted with the Italian mercenary
forces.The then foreign Minister of Ethiopia Bilatene Geta[18] Hiruy had explained to the then
Leagues of Nations that the 1987 and 1908 Wolwol agreements were not respected and that
they have entered 60 kilo meters into Ogaden. He also noted Emperor Minilik’s note on the
border marked on Habenikt Map by red ink, sealed and attached with a telegram expressing that
the Italian government had agreed to it was completely rejected and the land extends not only to
60 kilometers but 130 kilo meters into Ogaden. To justify this, it is quite possible to look at the
“Official” Map drawn by the Italian writer on his book entitled «FERROE FUOCO In SOMALIA”.
(‘Sword and Fire’)The force led by Fitawrari Shiferaw was confronted with the Italian Mercenary
force and landed near the commission. At that time, the leader of the Mercenary force Leutnant
Chmeruta asked the governor of Somali MAURIZIORAVA to send him fighter planes and the
planes were hovering around the area where the members of the Commission were settled to
frighten.For the leaders of the Commission Dejazmach Tessema and Colonel Keliford, what they
saw after reaching Wolwol was more than surprising that the Italian government had entered into
the Ethiopian territory and wrote a letter to Lieutenant Chimeruta that they were frightening the
Ethiopian and English commission members and were committing an illegal and arrogant action.
Despite that, the Lieutenant responded by sending not only planes but also additional forces
including tanks and arsenals. Then, because they were convinced by what they saw that the
actions being taken by the Italian mercenary leader and the governor was to strike conflict and
that the inevitable is going to happen decided that discussion should be made at government
level and decided to move to the place called “Ado”When Lieutenant Chimeruta learnt that the
joint commission of Ethiopia and England had moved to the place followed by few forces and
keeping the rest there moved to a place called Ado, he waged a war on the remaining forces
using airplane, tanks, arsenals and other armaments on 5 December 1934 at 3:30. The
Ethiopian joint commission was not ready for this kind of fierce fighting; despite their
commitment, they sacrificed their lives there.Soon as the Wolwol Incidence was heard in Addis
Ababa, the former Foreign Minister of Ethiopia Bilaten Geta Hiruy Wolde Selassie invited the the
Italians Solicitor (charge d’affairs) Signor Mombeln and gave him the letter written to the Italian
government which explains that the Italian army has entered the Ethiopian territory and had
killed the members of the commission including many people and that the issue must be treated
on Arbitration according to the1920 G.C. Friendship and Arbitration Agreement. The same
request was made to the Italian government by the Ethiopian government representative
residing in Italy. Despite this, as has been responded by Signor Mombelun, it was clear that the



incidence of Wolwol is one step forward to fight and colonize Ethiopia.The response was briefly
like this:1. The governor of Harar Dejazmach Gebre Mariam should move to Wolwol Fort and
the Ethiopian Government must ask the Italian Military leader for apology.2. The Ethiopian
government must pay a ransom of 200.000 Maria Thereza to the Italian Legacy in Addis Ababa
for those who died and wounded at the Wolwol Incidence.3. Those leaders of the Ethiopian
forces should make a parade in front of the Italian flag and after making gun salute, their ranks
should be removed immediately and taken prisoners according to the legal system of the
country’What was happening was full of arrogance and scornful act that it was such a bitter act
that cannot be swallowed is like seeking compensation after winning. Knowing that the Italian
government is knew that the Italian government was an intriguer, wrote a letter to the secretary
of the League of Nations on 14 Dec. 1934 that an agreement should be signed with the Italian
government. Then, in the same month of 1934, wrote another letter to the secretary of League of
Nations that the Italian government has occupied such places as “Afdeb”, “Ado”, and ‘Gerlogobi”
in addition to Wolwol. The Italian government responded that they have occupied neither
Wolwolo nor any other place and that they have not entered Ethiopia.The League of Nations was
asked to investigate the case created between Ethiopia and Italy and give decision according to
the covenant was established the Ethiopian government on 3 January 1935 G.C. On the 17 of
that month 1935, the League decided to discuss the matter and set the agenda. Because the
Italian government had the desire to get ample time to prepare for the general war against
Ethiopia, they were saying at one time that it is not the time to start the arbitration and at another
time they were saying that the two countries can present the issue to the arbitration court as
agreed on 1928 and come to an agreement by themselves and it was not necessary to present it
to the League of Nations. Because the Italian government was giving this and that pretexts, the
League of Council did not discuss the issue presented by the Ethiopian government. The reason
might be that the Italian government was making such intrigues; there was also the preparation
of Hitler making preparation to wage war in Europe which really might divert the attention of the
League of Nations.After a lot of hesitation, the League of Nations Council discussed on the
issue and passed a resolution that :1. the Ethiopian and the Italian governments can settle
their differences through a jointly established Arbitration Tribunal;2. that the Italian
government cannot make preparation for war while they are at arbitration.According to the
resolution, the Ethiopian and the Italian governments assigned their Arbitration Tribunal. The
Italian government assigned two Italian judges called Luigi Aldrovandi and Raffoele
Montagna.The Ethiopian government assigned the Frenchman called Professor Geouffre de la
Pradelle and the American Professor Pittman Potter. In the Arbitration Tribunal, the Italian
government assigned its an advocate called Professor Lesona and the Ethiopian advocate and
representative called Gaston Jaz and the Ethiopian Minister of Finance called Tekle Hawaryat. In
order to run the office work of the tribunal, three Italians and on the Ethiopian side the
Frenchman called Remo De la Pradelle and the son of the judge called De la Pradelle were
assigned.After the tribunal was established and organized like this, the Ethiopian advocate



asked to present a justification that Wolwol is in Ethiopia which is the cause for the
disagreement. But the Italian government advocate opposed that no mention should be made
about where Wolwol is located. The judges from the Italian government supported the stand of
the Italian government advocate and by the same token the judges of Ethiopian government
supported the stand of the advocate of the Ethiopian government. So, the issue was at deadlock
and they sent it to the League of Nations for decision. The League, after discussing the issue on
July 31 1935, ordered the nomination of a fifth person to caste vote and a former Greek Minister
called “Mistre Poltis” from Paris was assigned. Then, the five Arbitration tribunals were making
meetings and were trying to reconcile the antagonistic stands, that is compromising between
law and insurgency and took longer time to come to a decision and on Sep 3,1935 made a
decision that was quite surprising. The resolution in short is given below:1. “Because both the
Ethiopian and the Italian government’s claim that Wolwol is in each of their territories, they
cannot be taken as offenders.2. “The destruction created at the Battle of Wolwol by bombs
and other armaments is something that could happen everywhere and any time and cannot be
taken as the thread to world peace.”The Arbitration Tribunal, when they could have cleaned them
of the Italian government’s deceitful acts, they rather gave them ample time to transport and
accumulate their army, modern armaments from their count ry and settle them in Somalia and
Eritrea. This has given the Italian government longer time to build roads so that they could
transport their forces and armaments amassed in Eritrea and Somalia to Ethiopia.The Italian
government after taking longer time to make preparations and when they started to invade
Ethiopia through the north and the south, the League of Nations passed a resolution that
restricts the sale of armaments to both Ethiopia and Italy. The restriction was mainly on already
manufactured armaments and others raw material that could be for armaments were not
restricted and we can say this restriction was made only on Ethiopia. As long as Italy is not
restricted on raw materials, Italy can produce her armaments because she has the factories.The
Ethiopian government was new to modern and complicated world politics and because she was
a member of the League of Nations, she had confidence that her border and freedom is
respected as it is seen from what government officials say and read on newspapers. It was clear
why the Ethiopian government became a member of the League of Nations was as the leagues’
Covenant was to defend the security and territorial integrity of its members and that the league
will defend the country at a time when some big European governments want to share and
colonize Africa.The Ethiopian government never knew that the League of Nations was an
instrument of powerful countries by considering international laws as national laws. Therefore,
during this long time the Italian government was transporting military and armament logistics
and depositing them in the borders of Eritrea and Somalia. Then, they were constructing roads
and bridges around fronts they want to start war and the Ethiopian government making its
confidence on the League of Nations was not doing anything and had no time to move even
transport the minimum armaments and it is possible to say Ethiopia was waiting to be
invaded.The Italian government was already occupied large areas of land in Ogaden, and the



north front after crossing Mereb River occupied many places in Tigrai, the Ethiopian government
called mobilization movement to the War Front in the month of October 1928. According to the
Covenant, the League of Nations was not volunteer to make the Italian government not to invade
Ethiopia and even after the war has already started to make them not to be seen as offenders in
front of the League the invading force was only defending the attack and there was rumors
circulating that this warning was given to Ethiopian army leaders. It was surprising to give such
an order and to show that this was a real order one army officer who was one of the leaders who
received the order was telling it to his followers. How is it possible that an army force confronted
in a battle field cannot attack unless attacked? This is an order of the innocence and Ethiopia
without getting any kind of support from the League, sacrificed its invaluable freedom.CHAPTER
THREETHE WAR PREPARATIONEndodam is the village where my mother, father, two sisters
and other nuclear and distant relatives live together. When I shared the idea why I went there,
they accepted my idea but they said that it is time when cereals and grains are already planted
and if the farm animals are bought now, it will create an extra task of looking after the animals
and it is better you buy them after the end of October when all crops are harvested and I
decided to spend my vacation there with them. Then after some days, a messenger came from
my boss, Ato Wolde Georgis, came and said, “He has ordered that you come so soon”. I asked
him if he knew why he asked my coming,“If he can today, otherwise he must come tomorrow and
he told no any other reason,” the messenger said.The next day, I went back to Debre Markos
and as soon as I arrived, I immediately went to Ato Wolde Georgis’ office to know why I was
called. Ato Wolde Georgis didn’t want to stay until I ask him why he called me and after we
greeted each other, he started to tell me why he wanted before I accomplish my duty: I went
there.It is already justified that the Italians are ready to wage war on us. In the north, they have
amassed their army near Mereb River. In some places it is said they have even crossed the river.
In the south, even if it is known they have already occupied many places, it is being said they are
moving forward. This is true. It is Ras Imiru who called me and told me. But one thing, it is only he
and Ato Gebre Meskel Habte Mariam who know about it. Ras told me because he wanted to
discus on the way the population could be agitated. He warned me not to inform anybody until it
is officially declared. As I told you know, it is only Ras and Ato Gebre Meskel who know and in
this school there is no one except you and me who know about it. It means none of the teacher
knows about it. Ato (Later on Dejazmach) Gebre Meskel Habte Mariam is the head of Debre
Markos Radio Station.“If the Italians have moved their forces into our country, why should it be
kept confidential? Why not mobilization calls immediately is made?” I asked him“ I don’t know
when such mobilization calls can be made.The government has its own reason why it has
delayed it.”“By the way, has the League of Nations permitted them? Are they violating the
resolution of the league and wage war on us?” I told him. When he told me that the Italians are
ready to wage war against us is true but what I heard about the League of Nations could not
agree and I was confused with what I heard earlier.They wouldn’t permit them? The Italians
might even violate the arbitration and that England and France had proposed a negotiating idea



and the Ethiopian government did not accept it because it gives some part of Ethiopia to the
Italians and it is said that our government didn’t accept it. This, I think shows that there is no
agreement and that there are some countries who do not support us,” he said and after a
while,“They came against us after forty years! Is it not surprising? It is forty years when the Battle
of Adwa was fought!” he said.“Yes, it is forty years. But not the former disgrace to happen to
them, they might come well prepared.”“You’re right! It is because they are well-prepared and
have built their potential more than before that they wanted to come and invade us. Conversely,
we are now weaker than before!” he said.“How?”The relation among the former lords who led
the Battle of Adwa does not exist with the current leaders and their military forces. The formers
leaders had stronger relation among themselves in localities where they were born and brought
up. Their leadership and governance was passed from father to father and also from grandfather
to grandfather making their reaction closer. At present, the lords who had closer relation with the
military readers were being removed and replaced by non-natives from Addis Ababa. It was
heard that the military leaders were discontented by the replacement of children of our leaders
by non natives whom they do not know in that locality.“As it is well-known, the general military
forces were fighting strongly for the sake of their lords who used to feed them with milk and
serve them with local wine called ‘tej’ and not for their country and her flag except very few.
According to the old tradition, an Ethiopian soldier is more loyal to his boss than to his country.
Mind you, I’m not supporting this bad tradition! It is well known that such bad tradition must be
changed. Even though it is a bad practice, it was taken as a system, they have maintained the
freedom of the country and we need to train a loyal army who can be honest to their contry and
the falg. Until this is done and except very few military leaders of the royal guard until a trained
force is replaced, the present force is weaker. That is why I said we are weaker than ever before,”
he said.
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